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Energy





KPMG in Canada works with major organizations in a variety of energy related sectors to respond to business issues and trends.







We work with entities in energy related sectors to respond to business issues and trends.
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Energy industry participants need to remain adaptive and flexible to help maximize value from operations and enhance competitive advantage in a constantly disruptive global market.

That's where KPMG can help. We assist companies in responding quickly to industry trends and business issues.

KPMG’s energy practice is an multi-disciplinary team of financial, engineering, project management, supply chain and procurement professionals that understand the demanding economic environment and ever-changing regulatory requirements. This helps us to develop high quality services, approaches, and innovative thinking that can provide practical strategies to help achieve stronger financial and operating results.
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Oil and gas





KPMG in Canada works with oil and gas exploration and production companies of all sizes to respond to business issues and trends.






We work with oil and gas entities of all sizes to respond to business issues and trends.
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Power and utilities





We work with power and utility companies, regulators and industry groups to manage change and stay competitive






We work with power and utility entities manage change and stay competitive
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Energy centers of excellence





Supporting clients with some of the best industry knowledge from around the world






Supporting clients with some of the best industry knowledge from around the world
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Energy infrastructure





KPMG’s infrastructure advisory team provides support for energy clients both locally and globally






KPMG’s infrastructure advisory team provides support for energy clients both locally and globally






Our infrastructure advisory team provides support to energy clients locally and globally
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Forest products





Forest Products companies that are agile and innovate can face the significant trade, pricing and environmental challenges posed to their industry






Forest Products companies that are agile and innovate can face the significant trade, pricing and environmental challenges posed to their industry






Forest Products companies that are agile and innovate can face the challenges they face















































Oil and gas financial reporting update
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Oil and gas financial reporting update





Our quarterly webcasts focus on financial reporting updates, timely issues and developments that may impact entities related to the oil and gas sector






Our quarterly webcasts focus on financial reporting updates, timely issues and developments that may impact entities related to the oil and gas sector






Quarterly webcasts focus on financial reporting updates related to the oil and gas sector.















































Accounting and tax financial reporting update





Accounting and tax financial reporting update





Accounting and tax financial reporting update





Our quarterly webcasts focus on financial reporting updates as well as timely issues and developments that may impact your organization.






Our quarterly webcasts focus on financial reporting updates as well as timely issues and developments that may impact your organization.






Quarterly webcasts focus on financial reporting updates that may impact your organization.
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Energy Insights is a bi-monthly newsletter summarizing KPMG’s thought leadership pieces and featured events






Energy Insights is a bi-monthly newsletter
































































Leading the charge
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Leading the charge




4 min read




Canada’s opportunity to be at the forefront of the mobility revolution
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Canada’s opportunity to be at the forefront of the mobility revolution
























































The road to adoption: building EV infrastructure and smart grids





The road to adoption: building EV infrastructure and smart grids





The road to adoption: building EV infrastructure and smart grids




10 min read




Reimagining Canada's infrastructure: building a charging system, at home and in public spaces, to fuel (and refuel) the drive to EV






Reimagining Canada's infrastructure: building a charging system, at home and in public spaces, to fuel (and refuel) the drive to EV






Reimagining Canada's infrastructure
























































Source: Perceptions of Consulting in Energy & Resources in 2023
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Clients and prospects rank KPMG firms highly for aided awareness, quality of work and advice — particularly in artificial intelligence (AI).






Clients and prospects rank KPMG firms highly for aided awareness, quality of work and advice — particularly in artificial intelligence (AI).






KPMG was awarded the top score in a study of brand recognition among ENR consulting firms.
























































Energy Institute Statistical Review of World Energy
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KPMG is proud to be working in association with the Energy Institute (EI)






KPMG is proud to be working in association with the Energy Institute (EI)
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The role of energy organizations in combating climate change
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The role of energy organizations in combating climate change















































KPMG global tech report 2023: Energy sector insights
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Energy boldly embraces tech to navigate market pressures
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Energy boldly embraces tech to navigate market pressures
























































Drilling down magazine: Third Edition
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Drilling down magazine: Third Edition





Challenges and opportunities of the energy transition






Challenges and opportunities of the energy transition






Challenges and opportunities of the energy transition
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Five pillars of success
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